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Abatracf- T h e  recently introduced class of stlbspace fit- 
ling algorithms for sensor array signal processing (e.g., 
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation) includes determin- 
istic maximum likelihood, ESPRIT, weighted subspace flt- 
ting, and both one- and multi-dimensional MUSIC as spe- 
cial cases. In this paper, the performance of this class of 
algorithms is examined for situations where the sensor 
array response is perturbed from its nominal value. The- 
oretical expressions for the error in the DOA estimates 
nre derived and compared with several simulation exam- 
ples. It is shown that, in difficult cases, tlie algorithms 
are especially sensitive t o  the choice of subspace weight- 
ing. For a particular perturbation model, an  optimal sub- 
space weighting is proposed which minimizes the DOA 
estimate error variance over all possible weightings when 
Anite sample effects are neglected. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

1IE DEVELOPMENT of a subspace f i t t ing frame- T work for sensor array processing has demonstrated 
that most of the popular algorithms in this field are spe- 
cial cases of a general least-squares minimization problem 
11, 21. Included in this class of algorithms are classical 
beamforming, deterministic maximum likelihood (ML),  
MUSIC [3], multi-dimensional MUSIC [3, 4,  51, ESPRIT 
[I, SI, and the weighted subspace fitting (WSF) method 
(71. Tlie algorithms differ in tlie way tlie data enters into 
tlie minimization, and in the dimension of tlie parameter 
search. 

Unifying these methods within a common framework 
sheds light on their underlying geometric relationships, 
and facilitates comparative analyses. In the latter case, a 
single analysis methodology may be developed and then 
applied to all algorithms within the class by varying ap- 
propriate parameters. This is the approach taken by 
Ottersten and Viberg in their study of the asymptotic 
effects of the finite sample approximation [l ,  21. Their 
work has  also led to the development of tlie WSF al- 
gorithm, which applies an optimal dia.gona1 weighting 
to the subspace data. The weight,ing is opt,imal in tlie 
sense that, under the assumption of a known ( e . g . ,  cali- 
brated) and error-free array parameterization, the WSF 
estimates asymptotically achieve the Cramkr-Rao bound. 
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In practice, the assumption of a known and error-free 
array response is not satisfied; for example, the sensor 
positions may not be known precisely, or tlie gain and 
phase response may drift as a function of weather and 
the surrounding environment. There are many applica- 
tions where, due to high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or 
tlie ability to process a large amount of data, the limit- 
ing factors in algorithm performance are sensor pertur- 
bations and not finite sample effects. T~IIIS, it is criti- 
cal to examine algorithm sensitivity to such errors (cj. 

In this paper the subspace fitting framework is used 
to perform such an analysis, much in the spirit of [I ,  21. 
However, to isolate the effects of array errors on the pa- 
rameter estimates, finite sample effects are neglected and 
only the limiting perturbed covariance is considered. The 
analysis is carried out for the general subspace fitting 
problem, and then applied to various special cases. Sim- 
ulation examples demonstrate that the algorithms are es- 
pecially sensitive to the choice of subspace weigliting. An 
important consequence of this work is tlie development 
of an opt imal  subspace weighting for array perturbations 
which minimizes the DOA estimate error variance over 
all possible weightings. 

[8, 9,  101). 

11. SUBSPACE FITTING FRAMEWORK 

To introduce notation, the uiiperturbed data modcl 
assumed for tlie narrowband DOA estiitiatioii problem is 
briefly described. Assume an m-element array of sensors, 
d narrowband far-field emitters, and define a(O) E 6'"' 
to be the array response for a narrowband emitter at 
DOA 8. Tlie array  manifold is defined to be tlie set 
A = (a(0) : fl E 0) for some region 0 i n  DOA space. 
The set A is assumed to be known, either aiialytically or 
via some calibration procedure, and to be unalnbiguous 
( i . e . ,  any collection of d 5 m distinct vectors from A is 
a linearly independent set). Tlie output z E C"' of the 
array at.time t  is given by 

~ ( t )  = A(@o)s(t) + 11(t) , 
where s ( t )  E Cd is tlie amplitude and phase of tlie signals 
at time t ,  n(t) is additive noise, 80 = [el, . . . , Q d I T ,  and 

A(BO) %' [a(&) . . . a(Bd)] . 
Assunring spatially white noise that is uiicorrelated 

with tliv signals, the array covariance is given by 

Rzz = E { z ( t ) z * ( t ) }  = A(80)RsSA*(80) + 0'1, 
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where 8 denotes expectation, * denotes Hermitian trans- 
pose, Rss is the covariance matrix of the emitter signals, 
and U' is the noise variance a t  each sensor. The matrix 
Itss will be assumed to be full rank, although this as- 
sumption is not critical for some of the algorithms dis- 
cussed. The eigendecomposition of Rzz has the following 
form: 

m 

nZz = CXieief =E,A,E: + ~ E , E : ,  
i=l  

= E , ~ E :  + 21, (1) 

where E, = [el * . .  e d ] ,  En = [ed+l ... e,], A = 

The span of the d eigenvectors E, will be identical to 
that of A(&), so a full rank d x d matrix T will exist 
satisfying 

A h , - U 2 1 , a n d X 1 2 . . . ~ X d > X d + l  = . . . = X m = U 2 .  

E, zz A(8o)T. (2) 
Because of various unavoidable errors, the "true" 

eigenvectors E, are not available, but rather some per- 
turbed set 6, = E, + E,. Consequently, an estimate 6 
must be found which approximately satisfies (2). Algo- 
rithms within the subspace fitting class attempt to find 
a suitable 6 by solving the following maximization prob- 
lem: 

maxV = m a x T r ( P ~ ( p ) M M ' )  , (3) 
17 71 

where Pc(t7) 'Zf G(i7)(G(v)'G(q))-'G(q)*, G(77) de- 
scribes the array parameterization, 77 is a parameter vec- 
tor which contains 8 ,  and M is some representation of the 
data ~ ( t ) .  Table 1 summarizes the differences between 
the algorithms in this class. In the table, Det-ML refers 
to the deterministic maximum likelihood method and 
MD-MUSIC refers to multi-dimensional MUSIC. The 
matrix W, is given by W, = A2A;l and J is a selec- 
t,ion matrix that describes the ESPRIT subarray configu- 
ration (for non-overlapping subarrays, J can be taken to 
be the identity) [ l l ,  121. Note that the parameter vector 
11 may contain elements other than 8;  in ESPRIT, for ex- 
ample, 9 also contains elements of the subarray response 
vectors. 

I ALGORITHM 

MUSIC 

ESPRIT 

I WSF 

A 

E. 

J E* 

PARAMETERS (11) 

e 

e 

e = [e, . . . e,] 

Table 1 ;  Summary of Subspace Fitting Algorithms 

Algorit,hms whose parameter vector possesses more 
than one element are referred to as multi-dimensional 

algorithms; i.e., all parameters of interest are estimated 
simultaneously via a multi-dimensional search. The per- 
turbation analysis which follows in the next section will 
focus on such algorithms. Similar analyses of MUSIC 
have been conducted in [8, 91. 

111. ERROR ANALYSIS 

To isolate the effects of sensor errors on the DOA es- 
timates, it will be assumed that the finite sample eKects 
due to additive noise are negligible. With this assu_n7p- 
tion, a general model for the perturbed covariance It is 

ii = (A + A ) R ~ ~ ( A  + A)* + a 2 ~ ,  (4) 

where A is the error in the nominal array response. In- 
stead of equation (2), tlie f~llowing rcldioiisliips rrsult: 

e, = E, + E, =(A + A)(T + T )  (5) 

E , = A T + A T ,  (6) 

where tlie term AT has been neglected i n  (6). Equ_ation 
(6) establishes the link between the array-errors A and 
the resulting error in the signal subspace E,. 

A useful approach for modeling array errors is to spec- 
ify A in probabilistic terms (e.g., the mean and variance 
of the elements of A are assumed known) and obtain 
statistical measures of the errors in  the DOAs. I n  this 
framework, one may think of the sensor array as one re- 
alization from the probability space of arrays specified 
by A and the distribution of A. For purposes of this 
discussion, the following simple model for the statistics 
of A will be used: 

ii = [5(81) ' .  ' 5 ( Q d ) ]  

&{.G(O&)ii*(O/))  = -+I&/ 

&{ii(ek)iiT(or)) = 0 ,  

&{ii(Qk)} = 0 
(7) 

where b k i  = 1 if k = 1 and b k l  = 0 otherwise. Although 
the analysis which follows is easily extended to more gen- 
eral perturbation models (cfi [9 ] ) ,  the model of (7) suf- 
ficiently illustrates the principles involved and consider- 
ably simplifies the resulting mathematics. 

To relate the statistics of A to those of the DOA esti- 
mates, it will be assumed that the array errors are suf- 
ficiently small so that an expression for ;I - ii0 may be 
obtained via the following first order expansion: 

0 = v'(6) = V'(ll0) + v"(770)(f7 - 770) , (8) 

where the notation 
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l ias been used. The estimation error covariance C is thus 
approximately given by 

C =E{(+ - ~ o ) ( i j  - 90)') = (V")"Q(V) - '  , (9) 

where Q gr f { ( V ' ) ( V ' ) T } .  
Before obtaining expressions for V" and Q ,  the sub- 

space fitting maximization for deterministic ML will be 
rewritten using (1) and the limiting covariance of (4), as 
follows: 

A 

i j  = argmaxV=argmaxTr(PA(q)R) 
9' 9 

h - h  

=argmaxTr(PA(v)E,AE: + u21) 

= arg maxTr(PA(v)E,AEz) . 
9 

h - A  

9 
This allows all of the multi-dimensional algorithms of 
Table 1 ( L e . ,  the last four rows) to be described by the 
cost function 

v = T ~ ( P ~ ( ~ ~ ) . J E ,  WE; J ~ )  , (10) 

where W = W, for WSF, W = for deterministic ML, 
and W = I for MD-MUSIC and ESPRIT. The matrix J 
will be the identity except when considering ESPRIT for 
overlapping subarrays. 

Using equations (6) and (10) and the fact that 
PiJE,  = 0, the derivative of V with respect to the ith 
element of 9 may be approximated as follows: 

K1(qo) = 2Re[Tr(P;GiGtJ& W e  J')] 
M 2Re [Tr( Pk Gi G JE, WE: J')] 

%2Re[Tr(PkGiGtJE,  W T * A *  J')] , (11) 

where Gi sf aG/&li and G+ 'Af (G'G)-'G*. The ikth 
element of V" is given by [l ,  21 

K i  = -2Re[Tr( G;PhGiGt JE, WE,'Gt* JT)]  . 

Note that for a first-order approximation, i t  suffices to  
consider the error-free second derivative since V" is mul- 
tiplied by the parameter error i j  - qo. With these ap- 
proximations and the perturbation model of (7) ,  it can 
be shown that, with the exception of ESPRIT, the ma- 
trices VI' and Q are given by 

V"=-2Re[(D*PiD) @ (AtE,WE,*At*)T] (13) 

Q = 2y2Re [ (D' P i  D) @ (At  E, WT'TW' E, * At')T] , 
where 0 denotes element-wise multiplication, D = 
[d(ei) .  . 'd(ed)], and 

(12) 

The corresponding expressions for ESPRIT are identical 
to those obtained for the finite sample case in 11 11, except 
for the following matrix definition: 

rQ = y 2 ~ + ~ ~ , ~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ , * ~ T ~ + *  . 

It is clear from the eqitalions of (13) that ( / ' I  can be 
made to equal Q by clioosing W = (T*T)- ' .  I n  facl, 
it can be shown that this choice leads to  parameter esti- 
mates of minimum variance; i . e . ,  , for any W > 0, the 
following inequality holds: 

c((T*T)-~)  5 c ( w )  . (14) 

This inequality is proved exactly as it was for the finite 
sample case [2]. With the choice Wept = (T*T)- ' ,  the 
error covariance becomes 

C(Wopt) = (y2/2){Re[(D*PiD) @I]}-' . 

In the following section, some simulation examples are 
presented to validate the theoretical expressions above 
and to  demonstrate the importance of choosing the 
proper subspace weighting. 

Iv. E X A M P L E S  

For each simulation trial conducted, a ratidotii cotti- 
plex Gaussian perturbation A specified by (7) was macle 
to the error-free array covariance as in (4). The nominal 
array gain for each sensor was assumed to be unity in the 
direction of the impinging signals. A total of 1000 trials 
were performed for each scenario, and the standard devi- 
ation of the various algorithms was calculated and coni- 
pared to that predicted by the corresponding theoretical 
expressions. When implementing the subspace fitting al- 
gorithm with Wopt, an estimate of T is obtained using 
the initial estimate of 8 as follows: 

Case I: ULA and Variable SNIl 
For this case, a 10 element uniform linear array (ULA) 

with X/2 inter-element spacing w a s  assumed. Two elnit,- 
ters were simulated, one a t  0' broadside and the other 
a t  7'. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for tlie 7' source 
was 20 dB, while that of the broadside source was var- 
ied between 0 and 12 dB, and the two sources were 
90% correlated with 0 correlation phase. The pertur- 
bation variable y was set a t  0.01, which corresponds t,o 
a -40dB = 20 loglo y gain error and a 0.57' = 180y/lr 
pliase error standard deviation. Figure 1 sliows a plot 
of the standard deviation of the 0' source estiinates for 
MD-MUSIC, deterministic AIL, WSF, and the optimal 
subspace weigliting. The connected lines indicate the 
tlieoret,ical predictions and tlie symbols represent I,lie re- 
sults of the simulations. Note tlie excellent agreeincnt, 
between the predicted and measured DOA errors, and 
also the improvement achieved by tlie optimal weiglit- 
ing Wopt relative to WSF and deterministic ML.  I n  this 
case, the identity weighting W = I ( i . e . ,  MD-MUSIC) 
performs as well as Wept. 
Case 2: Circular Array and  Variable Source Separat ion 

As an example of a case where Wopt outperforms RID- 
MUSIC, the algorit(1ims were compared as a function of 
the separation between two sources. For variet,y, a 10 ele- 
ment circular a.rray with 1 A ra.dius and uniformly spa.cctl 
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elements was assumed. Two 30 dB uncorrelated sources 
were simulated, and the separation between the sources 
was varied from 2' to 20'. Array errors were generated 
using -y = 0.005, which corresponds to a -46 dB gain 
error and 0.3' phase error standard deviation. Figure 
2 shows the results of the simulation. In this case, the 
performance of WSF, deterministic ML, and Wept is vir- 
tually identical, while that of MD-MUSIC is significantly 
degraded as the sources move closer together. 

Case 9: ULA and Variable Array Errors 
The parameters of this simulation run were identical 

to that of Case 1, except that y was varied from 0.0001 
to 0.4, and the performance of WOqt was compared with 
that of ESPRIT. The results of this case are plotted in 
Figure 3. This example demonstrates that the theoreti- 
cal expressions of the previous section are valid even for 
relatively large values of y. 

Each of the three implementations of ESPRIT corre- 
sponds to a different choice for J,  the subarray selection 
matrix. The variable A indicates the distance between 
the subarrays in terms of tlie wavelength A.  As the name 
implies, two inlerleaved ESPRIT subarrays are obtained 
by separating the even- and odd-numbered elements of 
the ULA. For overlapping subarrays, the first ?TI - k ele- 
ments are grouped in one subarray, and the last na-k el- 
ements in another. In the figure, A = X/2  and A = 3X/2 
correspond to k = 1 and k = 3 respectively. 

Standard Devialion lor source at 0" 
0.3 

I O  element ULA 
B-=[W,7"] 
SNR of source @I 7': 20 dB 
-40 dB gain errors 
0 . 5 7 O  phase erron 
mrrehlion coefl: 0.9 
mrrehtmn phase: 0 
io00 trnb 

ooo 10 12 

SNR ol Source at 0" (dB) 

Figure 1: Actual and Predict.ed DOA Errors vs. SNR - Case 1 
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